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ConnectXGlobal is excited to announce the activation of Splash Coworking (Splash) as a partner of
ConnectXGlobal. Located in San Marcos, Texas Splash is ideal to collaborate and connect given that their location
is in the heart of what has been named the "Innovation Corridor". Central Texas offers the talent, support and
innovation entrepreneurs and start-ups alike are looking for when it comes to community and mentorship. Having
international relationships and local resources, Splash is a hub for connection and activation which is one of the
many reasons ConnectXGlobal is excited to collaborate and launch a chapter in San Marcos, Texas. "Learning from
a network of entrepreneurs offers our Splashers (members of Splash Coworking) an extension beyond the borders of
San Marcos. If the Central Texas area is going to be known as the next Next Great Metropolis then community
centers such as Splash must develop relationships and partnerships globally in order to learn, adapt and prosper as a
metropolis area. Otherwise, we will lose our unique identity and not learn from other developed metro areas'
mistakes or challenges", says Splash Coworking's founder Carina Boston Pinales.
As an advisor for the SXSW 2018 accelerator and featured in Forbes Afrique, ConnectXGlobal's founder Bacely
Yorobi wanted to dive into the start-up culture and opportunity during his visit to Texas. Connecting with coworking
spaces and incubators during his time in Texas is a high priority. Splash, having existing relationships as a
community partner of ATXHustleHouse, MassChallengeTX, the coworking community in Mexico City, and the
only US partners of AgroWineLabs the Chilean accelerator, ConnectXGlobal felt secure and excited to explore the
benefits of starting a chapter first with Splash Coworking. Yorobi is looking forward to connecting with other
potential partners during SXSW locally and internationally.
About us:
Splash Coworking
Splash Coworking is the first coworking space in San Marcos, TX whose vision is creating authentic community by
providing the resources and network to support and grow your business or apply your idea out to the world.
ConnectX Global

ConnectX is a Start-up non-profit trusted community which helps entrepreneurs to scale quicker, easier and
anywhere. We offer action-based learning programs, resources, and networks for leaders of tomorrow.
Our belief is that a startup mindset and startup culture and Big Data can help more human beings to build
operational solutions to fix global issues and have more impact with frugal or emerging innovation. It is also a
great tech community for life, with more than 1000+ talented entrepreneurs within 7+ cities worldwide that
keep sharing tips, resources, job & freelance opportunities and training.
Find out how you can connect to the network and community of ConnectXGlobal or Splash Coworking, visit
http://www.connectxglobal.com or email Yorobi at bacely@connectxglobal.com .
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